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	This book takes a hands-on approach to using the software. It’s divided into projects—

	based on footage on the accompanying DVD—that teach you advanced techniques as you

	work through the lessons. Every exercise is designed to get you editing and creating effects

	professionally in Final Cut Pro as quickly as possible.





	Each lesson builds on previous lessons to guide you through the application’s functions

	and capabilities. However, if you’re already familiar with Final Cut Pro, you can go directly

	to a specific section and focus on that topic because every lesson is self-contained.

	 


	In this Apple-authorized guide, director and filmmaker Michael Wohl teaches the advanced skills that editing professionals need to know most. Using compelling professional footage, Wohl delivers a comprehensive course on the groundbreaking, entirely new Final Cut Pro X.


	 


	·       DVD-ROM includes lesson and media files


	·       Focused lessons take you step-by-step through professional, real-world projects


	·       Accessible writing style puts an expert instructor at your side


	·       Ample illustrations and keyboard shortcuts help you master techniques fast


	·       Lesson goals and time estimates help you plan your time


	·     Chapter review questions summarize what you’ve learned and prepare you for the  Apple Certified Pro Exam
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Hyper-V SecurityPackt Publishing, 2014

	If you are an administrator with a solid working knowledge of Hyper-V Server, Windows Server, and Active Directory, but you're looking for more information on hardening your Hyper-V deployment, this book is for you. If you've already got a functional Hyper-V environment, you will have no trouble reading this book and following its...
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Digital Signal Processing Using MATLABJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	This book uses MATLAB as a computing tool to explore traditional DSP topics and solve problems. This greatly expands the range and complexity of problems that students can effectively study in signal processing courses. A large number of worked examples, computer simulations and applications are provided, along with theoretical aspects that...
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The Coming Generational Storm: What You Need to Know about America's Economic FutureMIT Press, 2004
In 2030, as 77 million baby boomers hobble into old age, walkers will outnumber strollers; there will be twice as many retirees as there are today but only 18 percent more workers. How will America handle this demographic overload? How will Social Security and Medicare function with fewer working taxpayers to support these programs? According to...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 Master Data ServicesMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	The release of SQL Server 2008 R2 Master Data Services is the beginning
	of a new, more accessible era for master data management. Because of price
	and complexity, most solutions on the market today are geared toward large
	corporations and require dedicated consulting teams to implement. MDS, a feature of
	SQL Server Enterprise Edition,...
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Illustrated TCP/IP: A Graphic Guide to the Protocol SuiteJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
With the amount of information we are forced to consume everyday, it would be nice to simply skim over a few sentences in a paragraph to get the key points of the topic. That is what the Illustrated Network books are about. Each page has a graphic and concise text that makes key points quick to learn and review.     ...
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Wrox's Visual Basic 2005 Express Edition Starter Kit (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
The practical, task-oriented approach, along with numerous tips, tricks, and additional techniques, all help to get you up to speed on the most important Visual Basic 2005 concepts and information. In no time, you'll be able to take control of your programming, apply what you've learned in real world scenarios, and get quick results.
...
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